2020 Oct. Rod-Run/Cruise to Peeka Ranch & Round Top, Oct 10th
Welcome to another SHOUTOUT communication, PACKed with recent cruise details.
Cheryl and Harry Green were the leaders of the PACK as usual for another cruise of the Bastrop area
cruisers as we made our way on October 10 to tour of the Peeka Ranch near Burton, Texas and then on
to Round Top for a lunch stop. The cruise started off at Buccee’s where all were hopefully full, full, and
empty*. About 14 cars and 26 cruisers made the trip. Each car was PACKing instructions thanks to
Cheryl of the directions for the cruise in case someone got sidetracked, though we did well to travel all as
one PACK. We traveled on route 71 until LaGrange, then headed northeast through some very nice
country traveling through some small towns which I’ve never seen before, one of which looked very
interesting, Fayetteville, which might be worth a stop another time.
Since we have not been meeting in person monthly for some time, we’ve saved quite a bit of money that
we would normally spend on meeting room fees that we earned from T-shirt sales over the past year. So,
we are able to spend a little bit of that on deferring costs for things like this tour, so the club picked up half
the cost of the admission fees for those members that chose to participate in the cruise.
Seeing the alpacas and feeding them was a real treat. The ranch provided PACKets of feed and the
animals acted like PAC-Men munching the meal out of peoples' hands. They were very friendly and
comfortable around people. Hope you can view the photos with the link below which includes a lot of
shots of members with the alpacas in the barn.
Many cruisers took in the gift shop at the ranch where alpaca wool was featured in almost all of the
wares, some products being made from wool from the ranch and some from native alpaca wool from
Peru. Several cruisers left with PACKages of goods and gifts.
After the tour it was back on the road for a short drive to the Stone Cellar restaurant just outside Round
Top. Refreshments, pizzas, and sandwiches were enjoyed and then members departed at their leisure for
local shopping or traveling home.

Jeff
* Full of breakfast, Full of gasoline, Empty bladder

Check out Pictures from Peek Ranch BAC Cruise – link below
Peeka Ranch BAC Pictures

